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Existing taxonomies 

Most existing works about urban materials have focused on roofing materials. Some works have also 

considered ground materials, especially to detect asphalt areas and to evaluate its current state. 

Taxonomies are generally guided by the methods for which they are intended to be used and the available 

ground truth data (the discrimination between different materials by photointerpretation must be possible if 

this is only possible mean to acquire ground truth reference objects). 

MAPUCE  TAXONOMY 

The urban material taxonomy used in MAPUCE ANR project [Tornay17] was guided by available data and 

proposed approach. The way urban materials (both building roofs and building walls) were taken into account 

in MAPUCE processes was statistical. Indeed, prior probabilities to find the different kinds of materials.was 

calculated for different French regions out of architectural and reglementary documents. 

The used taxonomy is reminded below for roofing materials: 

 Roofing tile 

 Flat roofing tile (fr: “Tuile plate”) 

 Roman roofing tile (fr: “Tuile romaine”) 

 Mechanical roofing tile (fr: “Tuile mécanique”) 

 Channel roofing tile (fr: “Tuile canal”) 

 Slate 

 Sheet cladding (steel) 

 Metal cladding (zinc) 

 Metal cladding (steel) 

 Simple glazing 

 Double glazing 

 Steel tub 

 Gravels 

 Zinc 

 Concrete tiles 

Such taxonomy is not directly compatible with remote sensing due to the high level of details for some 

classes (e.g. different kinds of tiles). 

CLASSIFICATION TAXONOMY 

Existing taxonomies 

Classification of urban materials and especially roofing materials has been considered in several studies and 

different taxonomies have been proposed.  

[NIMBALKAR18] presents experiments to classify roofing materials out of airborne hyperspectral imagery 

over a study area in Warsaw (Poland). The used nomenclature is guided by the roofing materials observed 

on the study area and discriminates different roofing materials, but also different colors for a same material: 

 Reddish metal 

 Yellow metal 

 Brown metal 
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 Blue metal 

 Copper 

 Metal slate 

 Green color roof 

 Concrete 

 Asbestos 

 Black tiles 

 New red tiles 

 Old reddish tiles 

 Bitumen 

 Bitumen asphalt mix 

 White/plastic 

This taxonomy is limited to roofing materials. It is related to a study area. 

[CHISENSE12] describe roof materials classification experiments out of hyperspectral imagery. Several 

roofing material classes are distinguished (out of an initial ISODATA clustering of the imagery), but the real 

kind of material was not identified for all of them (e.g. “roof material i”). The study area is located in Germany. 

 Bitumen 

 Roof material 1 

 Roof material 2 

 Roof material 3 

 Roof material 4 

 Roof material 5 

 Roof material 6 

 Zinc plated sheet 

  “Kaufland roof material” 

 Red roof chipping 

 Vegetation 

 Background 

 

[TAHERZADEH12] is about urban impervious areas classification (out of hyperspectral or Worldview 2 

imagery) over a study area located in Kuala Lumpur. The next nomenclature was used. 

 Water 

 Cement 

 Polycarbonate 

 Asbestos 

 Zinc 

 Clay 

 Tarmac 

 Vegetation 

 Shadows 
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[HEIDEN07] proposed a hierarchical taxonomy dedicated to urban areas. Urban materials are considered at 

the last level (IV) of this taxonomy. Materials and their colors are considered. This taxonomy was especially 

used for experiments performed over field or laboratory spectra (of urban materials from German cities). Thus, 

this taxonomy is very precise concerning different types of plastic roofs which could not be easily be 

discriminated by photo-interpretation means. This taxonomy is reminded below: 
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[Heiden07]’s taxonomy  

 

[HEROLD04] proposed a taxonomy that was used both to manage field or laboratory spectra for spectral 

optimization, and classification experiments over airborne hyperspectral images. Experiments were 

performed over a study area in Santa Barbara (USA). This taxonomy is a hierarchical one. Urban materials 

are considered at the third level of this taxonomy while the fourth and last level discriminates different colors 

for a same material. Due to the test area (USA), the shingle class is over-represented compared to a 

European city. This taxonomy is reminded below: 
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[Herold04]’s taxonomy 

 

HYEP taxonomy 

In HYEP ANR project, the next nomenclature was used to classify find land cover in urban areas [Le Bris19]. 

It was applied to Toulouse area (on the same dataset that will be used for URCLIM experiments). It was 

inspired by previous [Herold04] and [Heiden07]’s taxonomies but was defined as a compromise aiming at 

being as exhaustive as possible (including most important families of urban material) while remaining 

compatible with a possible photo-interpretation identification of the different classes.   

 Roofing materials: 

- Tile roof 

- Slate roof 

- Metal 1 roof (clear, probably steel) 

- Metal 2 roof (clear, probably zinc) 

- Gravel roof 
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- Plastic roof 

- Fiber-cement roof 

 Ground materials: 

- Stone pavement 

- Asphalt 

- Railway 

- Bare ground / gravel 

 Vegetation 

- Low vegetation / meadow 

- High vegetation / trees 

 Water 

 [ Additional class Shadows, for classification purposes ] 

 

A “shadow” class is also included to deal with shadow areas. It would also have been interesting to consider 

classes about rare roofing materials (e.g. glass roof windows or photovoltaic panels), but it was useless in the 

study area because they concerned a too limited amount of samples.  

Vegetation is described by only two classes (low and high). Other works in HYEP project focused on 

vegetation classification with a more detailed species based nomenclature, associated with a ground truth 

(obtained from field work) [Brabant18]. 

 

INFORMATION FROM EXISTING DATABASES  

BDTOPO® V3 

The new version of IGN’s topographic database BDTopo® (BDTopo® V3), will integrate more information 

about building objects, and especially about building materials (both for roofs and walls) when available. 

(Other new information will concern their construction date, their number of levels and  information about their 

use (residential, commercial and  services....) ). For the moment, such information is mainly derived out of 

existing fiscal databases (“MAJIC” files) provided by the DGFiP department of the French Finance Ministry. 

According to a first analysis, not all buildings (but only  residential ones) are concerned with such information. 

The roof material nomenclature of BDTopo® V3 is as follows: 

 Undetermined 

 Tiles 

 Slates 

 Zinc or aluminium 

 Concrete 

 Other 

The wall material nomenclature of VDTopo® V3 is as follows: 

 Undetermined 

 Stone 

 “Meulière” stone 

 Concrete 
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 Bricks 

 “Aggloméré” 

 Wood 

 Other 

.  

 

Proposed taxonomy 

The proposed taxonomy will be very similar to the HYEP’s one. Indeed, additional classes will be added 

especially for vegetation. 

 Roofing materials: 

- Tile roof 

- Slate roof 

- Metal 1 roof (clear, probably corresponding to steel) 

- Metal 2 roof (clear, probably corresponding to zinc) 

- Gravel roof 

- Plastic roof 

- Fiber-cement roof 

 Ground materials: 

- Stone pavement 

- Asphalt 

- Railway 

- Bare ground / gravel 

 Vegetation 

- Low vegetation / meadow 

- Intermediate vegetation. 

- High vegetation / trees 

 Deciduous 

 Evergreen 

 Water 

 [ Additional class Shadows, for classification purposes ] 

NB: If necessary, a discrimination of urban material depending on their color could be considered for some 

classes. (It was not necessary in HYEP experiments thanks to bands out of the [1000 nm – 2400 nm] 

domain.) 
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